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"The second novel in the Stormwrack series, following a
young woman's odyssey into a fantastical age-of-sail
world"-I put this story line together with a Middle Eastern
background. It is where I created and shared this story
with many Iraqi children. Islam has angels too and I do
believe that with all of the hatred that is in this world,
children should never be a part of it! Children of all ages
can enjoy this book, from Kindergarten to the 6th grade
This story explains diversity. I have always used it as a
tool to explain how wrong it is to hate other people
because of how they pray or worship. Questions can be
asked throughout the entire story of how wrong it is to
mistreat others because of the color of their skin, where
they are from. Being mean to another because they are
hungry or hurt. I did make reference to bullying which a
teacher can stop and ask the important question of being
mean for no reason. The story explains what can happen
to people who do not tell the truth.
Explore the hidden depths of the ocean with this
stunning visual encyclopedia for kids Ocean: A
Children's Encyclopedia reveals the secrets of the seas
through stunning images and beautiful photography to
engage and educate kids. From the Arctic to the
Caribbean, tiny plankton to giant whales, sandy beaches
to the deepest depths, Ocean: A Children's Encyclopedia
let's your child discover the mysterious world beneath
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the waves. Packed with fun facts for kids, this
encyclopedia will dazzle your child covering everything
from sea creatures and ocean birds to the Great Barrier
Reef. Topics are presented through a combination of fun
graphics, interesting fact-boxes and high-quality
photographs. Look up an individual subject for school
projects or curious minds can read from beginning to
end!
A COLORING BOOK EVERY CHILD SHOULD HAVE!
WHAT COULD THEY WANT MORE? IT'S A BOOK
WITH A MAGICAL HIDDEN SEA WORLD ONLY KIDS
CAN SEE! Our Mermaid Coloring Book is simply
amazing! It's about coloring pages with beautiful
amazing unicorns!!! Our book includes coloring images
of mermaids and their awesome underwater friends! This
book comes with beautiful unique design pages for
coloring, including a variety of drawings, from simpler to
more complex ones, perfect for preschoolers and
elementary kids under 9 years old. Buy our Mermaid
Coloring Book and let your child relax in front of his
coloring book while you enjoy your spare time activities!
Or make a gift for a child that loves mermaid world! This
Coloring Book has the following features: Each image
has high resolution printing for an amazing coloring
experience; The A4 format (8,5 - 11 inches) will help
your child color without any difficulty using his tiny hands;
The images are printed one-sided to avoid bleed
through. As a safety measure, we recommend the using
of colored pencils for the best results; There are 40
unique coloring pages with different difficulty levels
suitable for ages 4-8; Our book has a total of 86 pages.
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We wish your child to have fun coloring!
"Sea Wife is a gripping tale of survival at sea--but that's
just the beginning. Amity Gaige also manages, before
she's done, to probe the underpinnings of romantic love,
marriage, literary ambition, political inclinations in the
Trump age, parenthood, and finally, the nature of
survival itself in our broken world. Gaige is thrillingly
talented, and her novel enchants." --Jennifer Egan "Sea
Wife brilliantly breathes life not only into the perils of
living at sea, but also into the fraught and hidden
dangers of domesticity, motherhood, and marriage. What
a smart, swift, and thrilling novel." --Lauren Groff From
the highly acclaimed author of Schroder, a smart,
sophisticated page literary page-turner about a young
family who escape suburbia for a yearlong sailing trip
that upends all of their lives. Juliet is failing to juggle
motherhood and her stalled-out dissertation on
confessional poetry when her husband, Michael, informs
her that he wants to leave his job and buy a sailboat.
With their two kids--Sybil, age seven, and George, age
two--Juliet and Michael set off for Panama, where their
forty-four foot sailboat awaits them. The initial result is
transformative; the marriage is given a gust of energy,
Juliet emerges from her depression, and the children
quickly embrace the joys of being feral children at sea.
Despite the stresses of being novice sailors, the family
learns to crew the boat together on the ever-changing
sea. The vast horizons and isolated islands offer Juliet
and Michael reprieve - until they are tested by the
unforeseen. Sea Wife is told in gripping dual
perspectives: Juliet's first person narration, after the
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journey, as she struggles to come to terms with the lifechanging events that unfolded at sea, and Michael's
captain's log, which provides a riveting, slow-motion
account of these same inexorable events, a dialogue that
reveals the fault lines created by personal history and
political divisions. Sea Wife is a transporting novel about
marriage, family and love in a time of unprecedented
turmoil. It is unforgettable in its power and astonishingly
perceptive in its portrayal of optimism, disillusionment,
and survival.
Freddy is torn between her need for a normal adolescent
dating life and the responsibility she has always felt for
her mentally challenged Uncle Joey. When Joey is
accused of the murder of a local 6 year old girl, Freddy
works to clear his name. But can she accomplish this
without alienating the man she loves? A real page-turner;
you will be riveted to the mystery as well as the
circuitous paths Freddy's love life takes on her way to
maturity. An excellent choice for a book club!
Hidden picture activities should be encouraged among
children because of all the benefits they promise. For
instance, hidden pictures ensures familiarization of
objects and pictures based on their features. This means
that regardless of the presentation, a child would still be
able to recognize a flower, a dog, and a tables and so
on. This skill is very important in learning math and
science later on. Play today!
Not your typical letter book, this story uses the alphabet
to express the hopes and desires we have for every
young life. The words engage the reader and the rhythm
entertains the young learner. The illustrations
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complement the story but also offer additional learning
opportunities with the use of color, letters and animals.
This story is more than just an alphabet book but a
celebration of all the wonders of life.
Spot the difference is an amazing activity that boosts
your child's fine-ground perception. Fine-ground
perception is the skill that would allow children to see inbetween the negative spaces. This makes it possible to
locate hidden objects, which is an important element to
learning math and reading. Don't forget to checkout with
a copy of this activity book today!
WOW...imagination like only a little boy can have,
captured in a picture book! Sam Sam is a four year old
boy whose imagination sees his cubby friends, Marzipan
(his faithful cat - who also talks), Spoon, Dish and Tock
(the cubby wall clock) come to life and join him on each
adventure. The cubby house is the first in the series and
sees Sam lead his friends on an adventure where seas
are filled with chocolate; mountains are made of
marshmallow, giant vanilla icebergs and much more.
This book is superbly illustrated and children will want to
read the story over and over, as they too will imagine
sharing Sam Sam's adventure.
A variety of animals teach a boy to appreciate individual
differences.
From the bestselling author of the Guardian Trilogy
comes a new romantic suspense... On an ordinary day in
early September, Kennedy Shaw leaves for school
unaware that within a few minutes the world she knows
will be gone - succumbed to an outbreak of epidemic
proportions. After finding a safe haven inside the security
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of her enclosed high school, she learns that four others
have survived, one being a bold, mysterious transfer
student from Texas whose unruffled demeanor harbors
more than a cool interest in her. As they struggle to
survive the dead fighting their way inside, will Kennedy
discover there is more to life than survival? And will she
and the others find a way to live in this terrifying new
world?
Discover Series Books for Babies & Toddlers Who's a
pretty baby? Babies and toddlers love looking at other
babies. In this charming collection of photos of babies,
children will delight in seeing babies in costume and
going about their daily routines. Used as a jumpstart for
interaction, Discover Series Picture Books are a great
way to introduce other babies, words and concepts to
kids. Descubra libros de la serie para bebés y niños
pequeños ¿Quién es un bebé bonito? Los bebés y los
niños pequeños aman mirar a otros bebés. En esta
encantadora colección de fotos de bebés, los niños se
deleitarán viendo a los bebés vestidos y haciendo sus
rutinas diarias. Utilizado como un jumpstart para la
interacción, Discover Series Picture Books son una gran
manera de introducir otros bebés, palabras y conceptos
a los niños.
When a young peasant girl is injured while hunting, she
meets a strange, magical man who is a member of a
despised race - Mujar. Truemen scorn the shape-shifting
unmen for their odd, humble ways, and envy their power
over the elements. Mujar do not use their powers for
good or evil, they simply exist, immortal and apparently
purposeless. Now a scourge is sweeping the land,
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armies of mounted warriors who cannot be defeated are
wiping out Truemankind without mercy. They are known
as the Black Riders, but no one knows where they come
from or why they seem bent on exterminating every man,
woman and child. Talsy traps the Mujar with gold, which
has an odd effect on them, to make him help her, but her
father intends to throw him in a Pit, from which he will be
unable to escape. Talsy does not believe the Mujar
deserves such a fate, so she frees him and begs him to
take her with him on his journey. He agrees, and they set
off across Shamarese, continuing his quest to find an old
hermit's lost son. There is far more at stake than Talsy
realises, however, and she has innocently stumbled
upon the last free Mujar, who has the power to decide
the fate of her race.
Early one morning Gator climbs a tree, but he will not tell
anyone why. Join Moose, Giraffe, Rhino and many more
as they try and discover what this silly gator is up to in a
tree. Illustrated by seven different artists in a collage of
breathtaking styles, author Jordan Courtney takes us for
a creative climb with this easy to read picture book.
Relates the story of the making of an hour book as a
wedding gift from King Louis of France to Lady Anne of
Brittany and the good fortune it brought to little Gabriel,
Brother Stephen's color grinder.
*The Top 10 Bestseller* 'A tender, heart-breaking, pageturning read' Rachel Hore 'The perfect combination of pageturning thriller and deeply emotional family story. Superb.’
Nicola Cornick The new chilling and captivating novel from
the bestselling author of Richard & Judy pick The Secrets
Between Us. When Edie’s mother-in-law, Anna DeLuca,
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dies, she is relieved. Edie blames Anna for the accident that
destroyed her family. So, when her will lures Edie to Sicily
and the long-abandoned Villa della Madonna del Mare, she
sees through Anna’s games. Suspecting Anna is meddling
from beyond the grave to try to reunite her and her exhusband Joe, Edie is determined to leave Italy as soon as
possible. But before she can, the villa starts to shed its
mysterious secrets. Who are the girls beside Anna in her
childhood photos, and why has one of them been scratched
out? Why does someone, or something, want them to leave
the past untouched? The villa is a place where old ghosts feel
at home, but does their legacy need to be laid to rest before
Edie and Joe can move on... Bestselling author Louise
Douglas returns with a captivating, chilling and unforgettable
tale of betrayal, jealousy and the mysteries hidden in every
family history. Praise for Louise Douglas: ‘Kept me guessing
until the last few pages and the explosive ending took my
breath away.' C.L. Taylor, author of The Accident on Your
Beautiful Lies ‘Beautifully written, chillingly atmospheric and
utterly compelling, The Secret by the Lake is Louise Douglas
at her brilliant best’ Tammy Cohen, author of The Broken ‘A
master of her craft, Louise Douglas ratchets up the tension in
this haunting and exquisitely written tale of buried secrets and
past tragedy.’ Amanda Jennings, author of Sworn Secret ‘A
clammy, atmospheric and suspenseful novel, it builds in
tension all the way through to the startling final pages.’
Sunday Express, S Magazine What readers are saying about
The House By The Sea: 'The House by the Sea is a new
favorite book of mine! I adored the heck out of this book and
I'm so glad I read it' 'This book entirely consumed me from its
opening pages until I reluctantly reached the final page.' 'I
really loved this book – it’s an enthralling story, haunting in its
every detail, so beautifully written. The character
development is quite exceptional – and the whole book had
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an unforgettable impact. Highly, highly recommended.'
'Beautifully written tale filled with suspense and intrigue.
Louise Douglas always gets the thumbs up from me.' 'Definite
page turner! Well written with a good use of vocabulary. Kept
me on the edge of my seat.' 'Douglas is a master storyteller
and really kept my attention from the start. I enjoyed the
mysterious component and the suspenseful romance in the
story. I highly recommend this book.' 'Beautifully written, I was
transported to Sicily and swept up in the story of Edie and
Joe'
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to
encourage object constancy skills, which fules the ability to
determine pictures based on their features. This means that
regardless of how an artist interprets an apple, your child will
also recognize it as an apple. So what are you waiting for?
Play hidden pictures today!
The Nature of a Pirate is the third book in acclaimed author,
A.M. Dellmonica’s high seas, Stormwrack series. The
Lambda Award nominated series begins with Child of a
Hidden Sea. Marine videographer and biologist Sophie
Hansa has spent the past few months putting her knowledge
of science to use on the strange world of Stormwrack, solving
seemingly impossible cases where no solution had been
found before. When a series of ships within the Fleet of
Nations, the main governing body that rules a loose alliance
of island nation states, are sunk by magical sabotage, Sophie
is called on to find out why. While surveying the damage of
the most recent wreck, she discovers a strange-looking
creature—a fright, a wooden oddity born from a banished
spell—causing chaos within the ship. The question is who
would put this creature aboard and why? The quest for
answers finds Sophie magically bound to an abolitionist from
Sylvanner, her father’s homeland. Now Sophie and the crew
of the Nightjar must discover what makes this man so unique
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while outrunning magical assassins and villainous pirates,
and stopping the people responsible for the attacks on the
Fleet before they strike again. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Born with a gift, Melinda Harris can see visions of the future.
Nathan Cole is the man who wants to possess her and her
power. A member of the elite Corde Noire Society, Nathan
introduces Melinda to his dark world of pleasure and pain. At
first, Melinda likes what Nathan teaches her, but then she
discovers the terrible secret her handsome Dom is hiding.
Nathan has plans for her beyond his bedtime adventure. He
wants her to make her his ... completely.
No undue liberties with history have been attempted in this
romance. Few characters in the story are purely imaginary.
Doubtless the fastidious reader will distinguish these intruders
at a glance, and very properly ignore them. For they, and
what they never were, and what they never did, merely sugarcoat a dose disguised, and gild the solid pill of fact with
tinselled fiction. But from the flames of Poundridge town
ablaze, to the rolling smoke of Catharines-town, Romance but
limps along a trail hewed out for her more dainty feet by
History, and measured inch by inch across the bloody
archives of the nation. The milestones that once marked that
dark and dreadful trail were dead men, red and white. Today
a spider-web of highways spreads over that Dark Empire of
the League, enmeshing half a thousand towns now all a-buzz
by day and all a-glow by night. Empire, League, forest, are
vanished; of the nations which formed the Confederacy only
altered fragments now remain. But their memory and their
great traditions have not perished; cities, mountains, valleys,
rivers, lakes, and ponds are endowed with added beauty from
the lovely names they wear—a tragic yet a charming legacy
from Kanonsis and Kanonsionni, the brave and mighty people
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of the Long House, and those outside its walls who helped to
prop or undermine it, Huron and Algonquin. Perhaps of all
national alliances ever formed, the Great Peace, which is
called the League of the Iroquois, was as noble as any. For it
was a league formed solely to impose peace. Those who took
up arms against the Long House were received as allies
when conquered—save only the treacherous Cat Nation, or
Eries, who were utterly annihilated by the knife and hatchet or
by adoption and ultimate absorption in the Seneca Nation. As
for the Lenni-Lenape, when they kept faith with the League
they remained undisturbed as one of the "props" of the Long
House, and their role in the Confederacy was embassadorial,
diplomatic and advisory—in other words, the role of the
Iroquois married women. And in the Confederacy the position
of women was one of importance and dignity, and they
exercised a franchise which no white nation has ever yet
accorded to its women. But when the Delawares broke faith,
then the lash fell and the term "women" as applied to them
carried a very different meaning when spat out by Canienga
lips or snarled by Senecas. Yet, of the Lenape, certain tribes,
offshoots, and clans remained impassive either to Iroquois
threats or proffered friendship. They, like certain lithe, proud
forest animals to whom restriction means death, were
untamable. Their necks could endure no yoke, political or
purely ornamental. And so they perished far from the
Onondaga firelight, far from the open doors of the Long
House, self-exiled, self-sufficient, irreconcilable, and
foredoomed. And of these the Mohicans were the noblest. In
the four romances—of which, though written last of all, this is
the third, chronologically speaking—the author is very
conscious of error and shortcoming. But the theme was surely
worth attempting; and if the failure to convince be only partial
then is the writer grateful to the Fates, and well content to
leave it to the next and better man.
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It is an adaptation of the age-old Biblical table of David and
Goliath and opens the door for discussions on self-confidence
and faith in the face of great obstacles. It is also an excellent
book for schools, day cares and Sunday Schools. It is simple,
inviting story, and is widely available in print and e-book for
easy access.
When Jada wakes up in a hospital, the last thing she thinks is
that her life has completely changed forever. But when the
very real civil war forces her to flee from every open space,
she must use the firearm skills her father taught her to reunite
with him and protect herself. Armed with a single gun and a
key to an unknown locker, Jada crosses Syria on a journey
with a group of children called the Fearless Freedom
Fighters. With the leader, Zak, they mount a plan to rescue
their fathers while they try to cope with the merciless murders
of their families. As Jada and Zak lead the group together,
love blossoms, but with soldiers hot on their tail, they need to
stay vigilant in the face of war. War Kids is a story about the
Syrian Civil war through the eyes of a group of teenagers.
Reviews "This is a taunt thought provoking book that grips the
reader from the very first page to the last." "This story was
heartbreaking and unique because it is told through the
children's point of view. I can only recall one other story that
comes close to this one and that is The Works of Anne Frank.
I hope to read more of H.J. Lawson's work in the future."
"Very interesting story, very powerful. I can really feel the
emotion." "This book really touches my heart because there is
so much truth is in this book." "The detail is so brilliantly
displayed, its beautifully written. There are pretty intense
chapters, its good... scrap that its excellent. Love the work
...although I am upset. I know this is a fictional story, but I just
can't help but feel extremely bad for all the lost lives
especially the innocent and young ones." "A REMARKABLE
BOOK, DEMANDS TO BE READ" All profits from the book
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will be going to the save the children charity.
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Night
Circus, a timeless love story set in a secret underground
world—a place of pirates, painters, lovers, liars, and ships that
sail upon a starless sea. Zachary Ezra Rawlins is a graduate
student in Vermont when he discovers a mysterious book
hidden in the stacks. As he turns the pages, entranced by
tales of lovelorn prisoners, key collectors, and nameless
acolytes, he reads something strange: a story from his own
childhood. Bewildered by this inexplicable book and
desperate to make sense of how his own life came to be
recorded, Zachary uncovers a series of clues—a bee, a key,
and a sword—that lead him to a masquerade party in New
York, to a secret club, and through a doorway to an ancient
library hidden far below the surface of the earth. What
Zachary finds in this curious place is more than just a buried
home for books and their guardians—it is a place of lost cities
and seas, lovers who pass notes under doors and across
time, and of stories whispered by the dead. Zachary learns of
those who have sacrificed much to protect this realm,
relinquishing their sight and their tongues to preserve this
archive, and also of those who are intent on its destruction.
Together with Mirabel, a fierce, pink-haired protector of the
place, and Dorian, a handsome, barefoot man with shifting
alliances, Zachary travels the twisting tunnels, darkened
stairwells, crowded ballrooms, and sweetly soaked shores of
this magical world, discovering his purpose—in both the
mysterious book and in his own life.

This book is uniquely original and can be
personalized with any girl's name. How fun is that?
Think of the possibilities: baby or shower gifts,
birthdays, a special something from grandma, and
more. You can purchase the book as shown, using
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Faith in the title, or personalize it to suit your specific
needs. Simply contact us at eStoryTime.com
BEFORE placing your Amazon order and we'll take
care of the rest. After contacting us, you'll still need
to order the book through Amazon, so we'll send you
a direct link to use when placing your order. It will
assure the book is personalized with the name
you've requested. We've taken the worry out of the
process and your child will be thrilled with the final
product. Who doesn't like to see their name on the
cover or hear it related throughout the story? The
author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of five children
and knows the importance of reading to your little
ones. It instills a love of books and fosters an active
imagination in the youngest of readers. Help start
them on a path of discovery with Melissa's stories.
The tale of Faith is perfect for bedtime, especially
when unleashing the child's wonder by using her
own name. This is a book that can be enjoyed over
and over again, and will be remembered long after
the last page is read and the lights turned out. Faith's
Hiccum-ups Day is beautifully written and will hold
your child's attention while you share this delightful
tale. Tag along with Faith as she giggles, HIC's, and
jumps her way through a day with the hiccum-ups.
See the silly things her family suggests to solve her
problem. It's a day filled with enough fun for
everyone. Faith will capture your heart, and the
moments spent reading it together will build fond
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memories that will be cherished throughout the
years. Your little girls grow up all too fast; make
lasting impressions while you can. This is just one of
several books offered by Melissa in her everexpanding children's book series. You'll learn to love
and appreciate the extra attention that goes into
each volume. Special care is taken to keep the
child's heart at the center of each story, helping them
build character and learn something along the way.
Encourage that special child in your life to embrace
what is truly unique, and sometimes funny, about
their developing personalities. Spend a few minutes
with Faith on her I-Didn't-Do-It kind of day and make
bedtime special, while you create a binding
relationship with the power of reading...you'll look
back in awe at the foundations you've built. Please
customize and purchase this book for a special little
girl in your life today. Tags: personalized children's
books, personalized gifts, personalized baby gifts,
personalized, bedtime stories, bedtime story, Faith,
1st birthday gifts
Hidden Wonders of the Human Heart is a moving
testament to ways of seeing which reveal the tender
wisdom that stirs in our hearts in times of change
and sorrow. Drawing on eight true stories of
revelation and renewal from her psychotherapy
practice, Susan Holliday invites us to see the
ecology of our hearts as a vital realm alive with the
possibility of new beginnings. The cultivation of
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insight has never been more urgent. We live in a
world awash with glances, swipes and clicks. The
intimate truth of our hearts is increasingly veiled
behind categories and labels that merely codify how
we feel. If we are to appreciate the wonders at play
in the depths of our human nature, we need to learn
how to see ourselves through a more creative vision.
Weaving compelling storytelling with insight from
poets, artists and musicians, Hidden Wonders of the
Human Heart takes its place alongside popular
nonfiction titles that explore how we can enrich
everyday experience, by listening, feeling and seeing
more deeply.
One minute, twenty-four-year-old Sophie Hansa is in
a San Francisco alley trying to save the life of the
aunt she has never known. The next, she finds
herself flung into the warm and salty waters of an
unfamiliar world. Glowing moths fall to the waves
around her, and the sleek bodies of unseen fish glide
against her submerged ankles. The world is
Stormwrack, a series of island nations with a variety
of cultures and economies—and a language different
from any Sophie has heard. Sophie doesn't know it
yet, but she has just stepped into the middle of a
political firestorm, and a conspiracy that could
destroy a world she has just discovered...her world,
where everyone seems to know who she is, and
where she is forbidden to stay. But Sophie is
stubborn, and smart, and refuses to be cast adrift by
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people who don't know her and yet wish her gone.
With the help of a sister she has never known, and a
ship captain who would rather she had never arrived,
she must navigate the shoals of the highly charged
politics of Stormwrack, and win the right to decide for
herself whether she stays in this wondrous world...or
is doomed to exile, in Child of a Hidden Sea by A.M.
Dellamonica. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The interesting and informative story of how mankind
has dealt with the secret treasure of ground water.
The Hidden Sea describes the folklore of water, the
geology of aquifers, and the environmental problems
resulting from ground water contamination.
Ages 4-10. Inspire wonder and awe for the ocean
and its real-life animals through this undersea
Halloween adventure! Ray the flashlight fish is a
unique fish with the ability to glow whenever he gets
scared. This wonderful talent might just prove useful
as he attends his very first Halloween party at an old
sunken shipwreck in the moonlit ocean shallows.
Join Ray on his adventure as he bravely explores
the dimly lit ship and encounters the strangest of
creatures. While they may initially give Ray a fright,
he soon realizes that his friends the ghost crab, the
vampire squid, the goblin shark and many more are
the perfect friends to spend time with at Halloween!
Returning to the world of Stormwrack where she set
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the tor.com story "Among the Silvering Herd," A.M.
Dellamonica offers a new story that takes us deeper
into this fascinating world, the site of her new fantasy
novel Child of a Hidden Sea. The Fleet, integral to
the governing of a world that is mostly water
sprinkled with a number of islands, must deal with a
unique form of magic, Inscribing, which is so subtle
that its effects can sometimes only be known in
retrospect. When a ship of the fleet visits an island
where scripping is common, the crew members of
the sailing vessel Nightjar are at a disadvantage
when faced with local matters of which they know
little or nothing at all. Strangers on the shore, indeed,
they may enjoy the local customs . . . but also may
attract unwonted attention that could cost them more
than embarrassment or money . . . The Castello di
Putti has a suggestive sound to it, but don't be
deceived. This is a story of civil strife, of culture
shock, and ultimately of the risks and rewards of
naval duty. Filled with Dellamonica's fresh, inventive
worldbuilding and the joie de vivre of a society in
flux, it shows a side of Stormwrack very different
from what she presented in the previous tale. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Abruptly transported to the fantastical world of
Stormwrack Archipelago, Sophie is forbidden entry
by people who seem to recognize her before she
uncovers a dark conspiracy. By the award-winning
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author of Indigo Springs. 15,000 first printing.
"In this ... new anthology, S.M. Stirling invites the
most fertile minds in science fiction to join him in
expanding his rich Emberverse canvas. Here are ...
new perspectives on the cultures, the survivors, and
the battles arising across the years and across the
globe following the Change"-Two young women have been chosen to find a way
to rid the world of a deadly magic let loose on the
world of Yerg thousands of years ago. Their quest
begins in Tana, the island of many waters. They
must journey beyond the borders of the familiar and
into the unknown where they seek the key to the
survival of their world.
When told "Luca, you're growing like a weed!", 2
year old Luca responds "I'm not a weed, I'm Luca".
Journey with Luca as she discovers herself among
all of her silly family's comparisons.
Make the perfect christmas gift for anyone child who
loves Spying! Enjoy this a unique book for children
about spying various sea animals! The whole game
is about finding the right animals to letters given, all
tasks are arranged in, so as to facilitate the child's
work and teach him as much as it is possible an
early age! In the book you will find various animals
and creatures to guessing and spying! such as:
Dolphins ?, Fishs ?, Octopuses ?, Turtles ? and
much much more... Use the option to ,,Look Inside''
to check what we have prepared for your child with a
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view to education and fun ?SEE OUR OTHER
BOOKS I SPY... AND CHOOSE PERFECT ONE
FOR THIS DREAM GIFT ? About this book: The
book consists of 18 different puzzles consisting in
finding the right animals All you need to do is find the
animals that matches each description, then turn the
page and see whether you've chosen correctly!
Printed on high quality solid colorful paper Beautiful
designs appropriate for kids ages 2-5 - All tasks and
drawings in the book have been designed not to
cause too much difficulty in solving puzzles and were
also adequate for both boys and girls. The book is
bound in high-quality glossy cover! which will look
beautiful in your child's hands and is much more
resistant to dirt and damage while playing Perfect
For Gift! - All our books (I Spy) They are perfect as a
combination of learning and having fun at home
comfort, they will also be a great gift idea for both a
boy and a girl! All graphics used in the book are highquality vector graphics! which does not spoil the
quality of the illustrations during both printing and
adjustment. Advantages of spy books: Builds a bond
between parent and child Satisfies emotional needs
Supports the mental development of the child It
strengthens self-esteem Prepares and motivates for
independent reading Perfectly improves the ability to
concentrate We are sure of the quality of our books if, however, the book does not meet your
expectations in some way, we inform you that you
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have 30 days! to return the product without giving a
reason. Don't wait, bring a smile and satisfaction on
your child's face. Scroll up and BUY NOW!
In the small fishing village of Rains Perish, at the
edge of the Great Grass Ocean that dominates this
part of the World, a young girl named Nary has
begun to ask questions of her father and the other
people that make up her small universe. Questions
for which nobody can give her any answers that
satisfy her. So with her friends-Travis the Pest and
Gigo (the village's supposed simpleton)-Nary sets off
across the vast sea of green to try and find the
answers...a quest which will take them beyond the
reaches of their comfortable village, past the people
and places that expose them to a vast realm of
possibilities, problems and potentially the greatest of
all the legends: Somnol & Mortol: the nursery rhyme
rulers of everyone and everything. The Twins Who
Run the World.
Child of a Hidden SeaMacmillan
The candy man brings joy to everyone's hearts with
his delicious candies. In this story his quest is to
make the princess of the village smile. The candy
man meets many people along his journey to the
castle.
In the terrifying summer of 1942 in Belgium, when
the Nazis began the brutal roundup of Jewish
families, parents searched desperately for safe
haven for their children. As Suzanne Vromen reveals
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in Hidden Children of the Holocaust , these children
found sanctuary with other families and schools-but
especially in Roman Catholic convents and
orphanages. Vromen has interviewed not only those
who were hidden as children, but also the Christian
women who rescued them, and the nuns who gave
the children shelter, all of whose voices are heard in
this powerfully moving book. Indeed, here are
numerous first-hand memoirs of life in a wartime
convent-the secrecy, the humor, the admiration, the
anger, the deprivation, the cruelty, and the kindnessall with the backdrop of the terror of the Nazi
occupation. We read the stories of the women of the
Resistance who risked their lives in placing Jewish
children in the care of the Church, and of the
Mothers Superior and nuns who sheltered these
children and hid their identity from the authorities.
Perhaps most riveting are the stories told by the
children themselves-abruptly separated from
distraught parents and given new names, the
children were brought to the convents with a sense
of urgency, sometimes under the cover of darkness.
They were plunged into a new life, different from
anything they had ever known, and expected to
adapt seamlessly. Vromen shows that some adapted
so well that they converted to Catholicism, at times
to fit in amid the daily prayers and rituals, but often
because the Church appealed to them. Vromen also
examines their lives after the war, how they faced
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the devastating loss of parents to the Holocaust,
struggled to regain their identities and sought to
memorialize those who saved them.
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